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 MINDFUL MAKEUP ROUTINE



Hi Beautiful 

 

Welcome to my mindful makeup routine and tips. 

 

I am a big advocate for the importance of mindfulness in day to 

day life. I think that embracing mindful rituals and routines can 

help us lead a happier and healthier life. But what is mindfulness? 

Mindfulness is focusing your awareness on the present moment 

whilst acknowledging the way you feel without judgement. I love 

this because I think we are all too hard on ourselves these days. 

 

When you sit down in the morning to do your makeup, do you see 

the process as an experience or a chore? The chances are it's the 

latter. Why? Because we often go on autopilot. We see it as a 

means to and end. So that we look 'presentable to others'. But 

what if we changed our mindset, and saw the act of putting on 

makeup as a mindful ritual? This could not only have a positive 

effect on your entire day but could also reduce stress levels and 

enhance self-love. 

 

So here I have for you; my routine and my top 10 tips to have a 

great mindful makeup ritual. Enjoy! 

 

Love From 

 

Chloe, Founder of Beauty & The Badass Brows



10 Tips 
Make up your 'Me Time' - Make your routine a time for reflection, both mentally 

and physically. 

Gratitude - Appreciate your beauty inside and out. Before and after. 

Affirmations - Chant your affirmations in the mirror. "I am enough." "I am 

beautiful." 

Music and Tea- Make it an experience. Pick up some herbal tea, select some 

spa music and enjoy your routine as a ritual. 

Breathe - Focus on your breath.

Express Yourself -Change your mindset and see your makeup ritual as a 

creative outlet where you can express yourself. You can 'colour' in your with 

eyeshadow or create a blank canvas with foundation. 

The Law of Attraction-  Be loving and confident with your makeup ritual. 

Exude confidence and love will attract confident and loving people to you.

The Feeling -Surround yourself with cosy soft furnishings and opt for soft

brushes and quality products to make you feel great, inside and out. 

Exploration- See what makeup and what styles make you feel good. 

Experiment with colours, textures and application. 

Putting on your War Paint -This may sound aggressive, but it really isn't. It is all 

about getting ready for the day physically and mentally. 



The Routine

First I set the the scene... I think about my senses, my sense of smell, sight, 

touch, taste and hear. 

For touch... I choose high quality, products that feel luxurious on my skin. I 

have a fluffy throw over my chair, to make me feel more 'hygge'. 

For sound... I opt for some spa music from Youtube or select some nature 

sounds from the app 'Calm'. 

For taste... I love a tea, typically a Yerba mate blend as I love the energy it 

gives me. 

For a smell... I turn on my oil diffuser, usually prepped with grapefruit and 

peppermint essential oils to make me feel energised and ready for the day/ 

night out 

For sight... I have an organised system when it comes to my makeup; I also 

have a little display of makeup which makes me happy to look at. Why is it so 

important to display your makeup in an aesthetically pleasing way? It sparks 

joy. Take pride in your possessions. After reading Marie Condos 'The Life- 

Changing Magic of Tidying Up' (which I totally recommend by the way) I see 

my possessions in an entirely different light. 



I give myself a facial massage... I start with deep breathing and a 

1-minute facial massage with rose hip oil. 

As I pat in my eye cream... I do my affirmations. 

I take notice... of how my fingers feel on my skin as they fall over 

my face. 

I view my colour correcting... as a therapeutic colouring exercise. 

Putting orange/yellow under my eyes to get rid of my dark circles, 

green around my nose and cheeks to eliminate redness. 

I express gratitude... as I wait for my eyes to 'bake'. I think about 

things that I am grateful for, the people in my life, the 

opportunities I have, the places I have been and go. 

I decide... what kick-ass colour I am going to put on my lips and 

lids today. I choose a colour that feels right that day; the colour 

will empower me every time I see myself in a reflection that day. 

As paint on the shapes of makeup on my face... I see this a ritual. 

It's getting me physically and mentally prepared for the day. 

Next, after setting the scene...

That's my mindful makeup ritual! On the next page I have given 

you a BONUS worksheet to help you on your journey to yours! 

Much love! Chloe xox



Worksheet
What products make me excited to use? (An example of this could be 

a glistening highlighter or a beautifully fierce lipstick)

What music relaxes me?

What is my favourite beverage?

How can I make my 'getting ready station' a happier place? (E.g a 

fluffy throw or candles)

What affirmations do I want to use in front of the mirror? (E.g. "I am

beautiful, inside and out".)

What am I thankful for?



Thank you so much for downloading my 'Mindful Makeup

Routine' ebook. If you enjoyed this or have found it useful do,

you will love my lookbook! Find more about the monthly

lookbook here. 

If you are feeling really fab- snap a photo and tag me on

Instagram! (My handle is @itschloeslade) I would love to hear

from you! 

Keep smiling and remember you are beautiful.

Thank You!

https://www.beautyandbadass.com/

